speech commands are abstracted. This paper applies speech recognition technology to intelligent mobile navigation system to process speech commands and does some deep research on the integration of speech recognition technology with mobile navigation system. The navigation operation can be performed by ~eech commands, which makes humancomputer interaction easy during navigation. Speech command interface of navigation system is implemented by Dutty + + Software, which is based on speech recognition system -Via Voice of IBM.
Through navigation experiments, navigation can be done almost without keyboard, which proved that human-computer interaction is very convenient by speech commands and the reIiability is also higher.
At present, human-computer interaction is performed generally by using keyboard, mouse and screen in many application systems. The efficiency of this interaction mode is not high and the operation is inconvenient on many occasions. Mobile navigation system is a good example for this case,as the space in car is very limited, it is very inconvenient and insecure to implement human-computer interaction by keyboard or mouse during navigation. Well then,how can we reduce or quit using keyboard or mouse during navigation? Speech is a better solution.
Since the ]960s, many research institutes have begun to pur--sue the research of speech recognition technology. Up to now, great progress in speech recognition technology has been achieved. Many companies have developed speech recognition software, for example Via Voice4.0 of IBM Company, VoiceExpress of Microsoft and some other companies and DP1000 of Olympus. Among these systems, Via Voice is a successful product After speech training, the correct rate of Chinese natural language recognition can be up to 90 percent in suitable environment.
But if we apply speech recognition technology to intelligent mobile navigation system, two problems must be solved. One is that it must be real-time and reliable,and the other is resistibility to disturbance of the car. As the rate of Chinese natural language recognition is not very satisfactory in the car noise environment, and the speech training before recognition must be performed. From point of view of data processing and system functions, this paper presents a series of speech commands.
Using these speech commands we develop our navigation sys - In addition, users can define their own speech commands.
System design and constitution of speech navigation system
In mobile navigation system, the spatial data and attribute data are organized by GIS and road network topology is built. GPS receives the car position information, which matches with electronic maps.
System constitution
The navigation system includes industry computer with multimedia equipment, GPS receiver, electronic compass, wheel counter, GPS signal process software, the integration software of GPS and GIS, speech recognition software, electronic map.
System functions
The functions of navigation system include:
1) Electronic map display, zooming in, zooming out,zooming pan and map rotation.
2) Query function. Attribute and spatial interquery.
3) Best route computation. Route selection and computation.
4) Two navigation mode: best road navigation and random navigation.
5) Real-time displaying car position and track.
